REMOTE WORKFORCE READINESS RESULTS

Ensure your organization optimizes the new workforce paradigm

Understand how to maximize the value of your Microsoft 365 or Office 365 investment

Enable your organization to more effectively communicate and collaborate

Determine governance capabilities that could be implemented with Microsoft 365

OPTIMIZE A REMOTE WORKFORCE USING MICROSOFT TEAMS (OFFICE 365)

Is your organization prepared to work remotely in the event of an emergency? Although working in a distributed, remote model may be common for some, for many it is unfamiliar territory. Ensuring your workforce is prepared to respond to emergency work situations and unexpected challenges is integral to ensure your organization’s productivity and the well-being of your employees.

As an organization, how do you manage through this change effectively? Is your workforce capable of turning on a dime to work remotely? How will your team members communicate and collaborate efficiently? Microsoft Teams, a built-in app included with Microsoft 365 and Office 365, can help. Our experts are ready to provide our Remote Workforce Readiness Assessment to help you respond to changing times.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR UNPLANNED REMOTE WORK

Collaboration and communication needs

Security and governance

Training and enablement

Plan execution

A SIRIUS REMOTE WORK READINESS ASSESSMENT WILL PROVIDE YOU WITH A PLAN FOR ENSURING YOUR ORGANIZATION UNDERSTANDS THE CAPABILITIES OF THE MICROSOFT TEAMS PLATFORM SO IT CAN OPERATE EFFECTIVELY
WHO WE ARE

Sirius is a national integrator of technology-based business solutions that span the enterprise, including the data center and lines of business. FiveOut, a Sirius Agency, is an award-winning, full service digital agency. As experts in business transformation, we integrate technology, data, creative and marketing know-how to build exceptional customer experiences.

Strategy
Creative / User Experience Design
Digital Marketing
Commerce
Artificial Intelligence
Portals / Content Management
Application Integration / API Management

Mobile
Digital Workspace
Custom Application Development
Application Modernization
QA Testing
DevOps Automation
Blockchain

LET’S GET STARTED!
www.fiveout.com  •  www.siriuscom.com

DIGITAL WORKSPACE

We help businesses communicate and collaborate in the digital world.

We do this through helping you create digital workspaces that foster this communication and open the channels to ideas and innovation.

From strategy to execution, we can help you with all aspects of collaboration, both internally and externally, driving your business to the next level. Let us show you how.